Spring of Visuals Arts  
II ° Edition 2009

International collective Exhibition  
Rabat-Salé  
Morocco

Invitation

Welcome to second edition of the "spring of Visuals Arts: this year theme is: 
Arts; Storks & Nature. 
The exhibition period is Mai 16 – mai 26, 2009; at gallery Bab Fes at city of Salé

Dear Artist,

The Bouregreg Association in collaboration with AMAC and inter-arts Foundation, would be honored with your attendance as both an artist which is selected by committee for the International Cultural Exchange Art Exhibition

This cultural and artistic event comes to complete the fan many projects understood these last year within kingdom, and that aim to the revitalization this regional whole of river Bouregreg valley with preservation of environment space and historic monuments.

. We anticipate artists from different countries represented alls continents

Please waiting your answer . First April 2009 deadline

Your presence, will enrich this gathering. Best wishes,

Mountassir Chemaou el Fihri
Coordinator of the project  
Rabat, 2009-02-13
Association Bouregreg Salé

ENTRY FORM

2° édition of the SPRING OF VISUALS ARTS “Arts, Storks & Nature”
International Art Collective exhibition Morocco; Salé; Mai 16-26th 2009

Name:

Surname:

Sexe: M [ ] F [ ]

Date and Place of Birth:

Current Address:

Telephone:

E-mail:

SECTION Chosen: Painting [ ] Sculpture [ ] Graphic arts [ ] Photo-Video-Installation [ ]

Country

IMPORTANT: Artists’ arrival date: Mai 16th 2009 & Artists’ leaving date: Mai 26th 2009

Deadline for the Answer, 1-st of April.

Only a full-time participation throughout the entire period of the camp is accepted

All fields are mandatory. Incomplete subscriptions are not accepted!!!

Name and Phone no. of a Person that can be Contacted in Case of Emergency:

I hereby declare that I have understood the ART CAMP regulations, which I oblige myself to respect.

Date

Signature
Association Bouregreg Salé

Rules of International Spring of Visuals Arts
SVA 2009
(Second Edition) Rabat-Salé Morocco

The second edition of the International Spring of visuals SVA 2009 is organized by Association Bouregreg of Salé with the cultural foundation of contemporary art "AMAC" and Inter-Arts Foundation. Association Bouregreg of Salé is a foundation which sustains and finances all forms of contemporary art. These actions of global culture as definition are not seeking to create or sustain a certain international movement. They can be defined as an act of reflection of a creating world. They are those actions which demonstrate that today's art remains one of the freest mind areas in the society.

Article 1
The International Spring of visuals SVA 2009 of Salé is a contest to promotes and sustains visuals arts in Morocco. The contest is theme Arts, Storks and Nature, in order to allow the artists to choose that specific sector of creation that he or she considers to be most representative for himself or herself. Each artist will present works that are accepted: colours, engraving, Serigraphy, photo, sculpture, Art video, computer-art. Each work will be signed by the artist on the front side and will include the classic details: dimensions, copy, title, signature.
Association Bouregreg Salé

Article 2
The ENTRY FORM , together with Short Artists CV( 10 lines ) with photos Face of artists & works ;must be sent until the 1st of April 2009 (deadline) at the following address:
Dr. Mountassir CHEMAO EL FIHRI
Président AMAC
P.O. BOX 8034 Nations Unies
10102 Rabat Agdal MAROC

Article 3
The organizers reserve the right to change program if it is necessary and to organize personal exhibitions for the selected artists.
For further details, the organizers will contact each artist separately.

Article 4
The organizing committee has chosen to publish the exhibition on Internet so that the access to be worldwide; All the works presented officially by the artists will be published on Internet
The organizers reserve the right to edit a compact disc and a catalogue with the exhibition of the International Spring of arts visuals SVA 2009.
The exhibition will be exposed in the most important centers from Morocco and abroad

Article 5
The works the International Spring of arts visuals SVA 2009 will complete collection of contemporary art, which is conceived as an open workshop, for the study of the contemporary art in the world.
Parts of the works become the property of association AMAC (for financier and sponsoring actions of social solidarity ) other part will constitute the base for Morocco New Museum of Contempory Art. to continuing artistic dialogue through organizing group exhibitions according to artistic affinities.
Each exhibition organized will be presented on Internet at specific address.
Association Bouregreg Salé

Article 6
The organizers reserve the right to make reproductions of the works in order to edit the publications of the SVA or in any other purpose.
The artists who participate must accept all the conditions of the Rules of the International Spring of arts visuals SVA 2009

The ENTRY FORM sent by the artists for the participation at the International Spring of arts visuals SVA 2009 constitutes the acceptance of the conditions stipulated in the present Rules.
For further information, please contact Curator of the International Spring of arts visuals SVA 2009

Dr. Mountassir CHEMAO EL FIHRI
CURATOR SVA -2009

P.O. BOX 8034 Nations Unies
10102 Rabat Agdal MAROC

e-mail: chemaomoune@yahoo.fr
chemaomoune@gmail.com
Web Site http://www.mountassir-chemao.com
++ 212 61 30 67 07 Gsm
++ 212 37 74 41 30 tel/fax
++212 37 79 55 56 tel/fax